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Abstract—Here we are going to fabricate the automated forging machine.  It’s a new innovative concept Forging is the term for shaping 

metal by using localized compressive  forces, This machine has been mainly developed for a metal forming to required shape and size.   

The aim of our project is to eliminate the manual method of forging into automated forging machine to overcome the problems like 

inaccuracy and manual errors. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Forging is the application of compressive forces on the work piece to get desired shape and size. Forging is a manufacturing 

process involving the shaping of metal using localized compressive forces. Forging has been done by Smith’s for traditional 

products kitchenware, hardware, hand tools, edged weapons, and jewelry. Forged parts are widely used in mechanics and 

machines whenever a component requires high strength.    

The aim of our project is to eliminate the manual method of Forging into electrical forging machine. Usually forging is the process 

of shaping the work piece it is done by two methods hot forging and cold forging methods. In hot forging method work piece is 

forged at a very high temperatures and lot of man power is required. This machine has been mainly developed for a metal forming 

to required shape and size.  

In present situation there is a problem regarding shortage of labors.  To overcome these problems, we have come up with the 

electrical forging machine which requires zero-man power. Electrical Forging Machine helps to the labors and the students who 

are studying forging and laboratory.   

 

RESEARCH METHOD 

 

 

OBJECTIVE 

1. The main objective of our project is to eradicate the manual methods of forging and replace it into the electrical system. Usually 

the forging machine is done by manual methods like hammering. 

2. To minimize the labor availability problems and other financial expenditures spent on the labor. The cost spent on the labors 

are now a day increasing hence to minimize the labor cost Electrical Forging Machine is helpful. 

3. To get the good surface finish compared with manual methods. The surface finish obtained by manual methods is not good 

hence to have a better surface finish this project can be used 
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METHODOLOGY  

 

 

 

   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flow chart: 4.1 methodologies 

In the design and fabrication of any product the role of each and every part play a vital role. Each and every part is required for 

the final assembly of the project. The main objective of our project is to eradicate the manual methods of forging and replace it 

into the electrical system. Usually the forging is done by manual methods like hammering. To minimize the labor availability 

problems and others financial expenditures spent on the labors. The cost spent on the labors are nowadays increasing hence to 

minimize the labor cost Electrical Forging machine is helpful.   

  

Some of the individual parts of the Electrical Machine is listed below.   

 Motor   

 Bearings   

 V- Belts   

 Pulley   

 Hammer   
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 Base- C –Channel   

 Links   

 Anvil   

 MS Pipe   

 Supporting frame   

  

 Material Selection   

Material selection is a step in the process of designing any physical object. In the context of product design, the main goal of material 

selection is to minimize cost while meeting product performance goals. Systematic selection of the best material for a given 

application begin with properties and costs of the candidate materials. For example, a thermal blanket must have poor thermal 

conductivity in order to minimize heat transfer for a given temperature difference. In the design and fabrication of any product the role 

of each and every part plays a vital role. Each and every part is required for the final assembly of the project. The main objective of 

our project is to eradicate the manual methods of forging and replace it into the automated system Materials selected for the automatic 

forging machine based on their characteristics is given below   

 Motor- Seamless Steel (Treated with Epoxy Coatings).   

 Bearings- Stainless Steel and Ceramic Material.   

 V-belts- Rubber Impregnated Fabric.   

 Pulley- Cast Iron.   

 Hammer- High Carbon Steel.   

 Base- C-Channel- Mild Steel (0.05%-0.025% Carbon).   

 Links- polyurethane. ➢Anvil- wrought Iron.   

 MS Pipe- Hollow Steel.   

 Supporting Frame- MS Steel (0.05%-0.025% carbon).   

 Purchasing of Materials   

Purchase is the main activity in area of material management. Purchasing refers to the   procurement of the raw           materials 

required for the particular objective. Purchase management is one of the most crucial are of the project.  

Purchasing involve acquiring materials of right quality in a right quantity at a reasonable price and at right time.   

 

DESIGN OF COMPONENTS 
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Machine model      Motor   

 

 

 

   
Drafting       Bearing 
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CONCLUSION 

During working on project we have been gone through learning of many feasibility study production process and controlling with 

team work. Thus this project work is much useful in forging lab. For practical applications this is designed and fabricated for 

forging the work piece. In any manufacturing industries time is an important parameter and it should be utilized properly in order 

to reduce delivery lag time. This machine can save the processing time.  Labor availability is a major problem faced nowadays 

hence the forging machine which is being automated can reduce the labor problems. The effort required by the man for the forging 

operation is high hence this machine can reduce the human efforts. This experience and knowledge will be further helpful to our 

professional career.   
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